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Abstract

The present work reflects on the drivers and barriers of Cyber-Physical Systems with focus on the
challenges associated with their engineering. Based on a previous survey, the charachteristics are studied
that a reference framework for the engineering of Cyber-Physical Systems should support. Thereby
orthogonal dimensions of the envisioned systems and proposed system development phases, on the one
hand, and diverse solutions in use, on the other, are collated.

1 Introduction
The present work refers insights and thoughts con-
cerning the mastering of Cyber-Physical Systems
(CPS). Nowadays CPS are touted as the next revolu-
tion in Computer Science. Forerunners can already
be found in as dissimilar areas as automotive, avion-
ics, energy, health, environmentalism and consumer
electronics. The vision poses extraordinary chal-
lenges particularly regarding technology, organisa-
tion and human-system cooperation. It also entails a
huge potential both for economy as well as for tack-
ling problems of modern society.

Here we focus on the engineering challenges
posed by CPS, and draft some raw ideas on how to
meet those. We firstly introduce in Sect. 2 our defin-
ition of CPS. Secondly in Sect. 3, we perform a kind
of meta-requirements analysis in order to find out
the demands a reference framework for CPS must
fulfil. Afterwards, in Sect. 4 we detail candidate
methods for the different phases in which we divide
the development process of CPS. Finally in Sect. 5
we draw some conclusions and outline a number
of possible improvements of the currently available
loose ends.

2 Cyber-Physical Systems
As defined in [4], a Cyber-Physical System (CPS)1

is a system with embedded software (as part of
devices, buildings, means of transport, transport
routes, production systems, medical processes, lo-

gistic processes, coordination processes and man-
agement processes), which:
• directly records physical data using sensors and

affect physical processes using actuators;
• evaluates and saves recorded data, and actively

or reactively interacts both with the physical and
digital world;

• is connected with other CPS and in global net-
works via digital communication facilities (wire-
less and/or wired, local and/or global);

• uses globally available data and services;
• has a series of dedicated, multimodal human-

machine interfaces.
The result of the connection of embedded systems
with global networks is a wealth of far-reaching
solutions and applications for all areas of our every-
day life. Subsequently, innovative business options
and models are developed on the basis of platforms
and company networks. Here, the integration of the
special features of embedded systems –for example,
real-time requirements– with the characteristics of
the internet, such as the openness of the systems,
represents a particular technical challenge.

The main objective of the project “Innovation
Platform Cyber-Physical Systems Engineering” is
the integration, validation, and dissemination of a
coherent, ready-to-use reference framework based
on state-of-the-art science and technology as well as
on the design and operation life cycle continuum of
CPS Engineering (CPSE). It is also intented to in-
stantiate and validate the CPSE by means of cross-
domain scenarios and case studies. The long-term

∗This work has been partially sponsored by the EIT ICT Labs, project “Innovation Platform Cyber-Physical Systems Engineering”.
1 The term CPS is here used both as a singular and a plural noun, the number depending on the context.
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vision is to establish the EIT ICT Labs as the cross-
domain, multidisciplinary open innovation platform
for developing and maintaining a ready-to-use, open
and standardised CPSE reference framework, that
facilitates the transitioning of complex and trust-
worthy CPS to the marketplace.

Challenges and opportunities

The biggest challenge brought about by the en-
gineering of CPS is the integration of (discrete as
well as continuous) models and methods from dif-
ferent disciplines including not only technical ones
like mechanical and electric/electronic engineering,
computer science2 and control theory but also ergo-
nomics and human factors, economic ecosystems,
social guidelines and legal stipulations. These “soft”
aspects of CPS are crucial for the acceptance of CPS
and therefore for their success.

In exchange, there are a number of very signific-
ant opportunities allowed for by CPS. Besides value
creation and innovation, the most noticeable ones
are the enhancement of accident prevention proced-
ures, improved support of ageing population, and
smart use of limited resources. These have been
considerably emphasised in [4, 13].

Regarding only the computational discipline, on
the one hand we have traditional Business Informa-
tion Systems (BIS) and, on the other, traditional Em-
bedded Systems (ES). The former are data-centric,
ideally high secure and open, focus on mainten-
ance, their life cycle incorporate legacy systems and
evolves continuously, and their constraints fall in the
category of weak real-time. Their engineering chal-
lenges are application integration, enhancement of
running systems, re-engineering of legacy systems,
and validation and prediction. The latter, on the con-
trary, are function-centric and closed, focus on con-
struction, their life cycle consists of decommission
followed by design, building and commission (i.e.,
legacy is not an issue), and their constraints fall in
the category of hard real-time. Their engineering
challenges are systems engineering (function, archi-
tecture, platform, and mechanics), safe function de-
ployment, and verification; see [5] and also [9]. By
CPS these both sorts of systems need be combined;
considering their description above, it is redund-
ant to stress that their reconciliation is anything but
straightforward. Moreover, the large-scale dimen-
sion of CPS aggravates the situation.

Engineering discipline
Because of the considerations above, it becomes ap-
parent that the Engineering of CPS (CPSE) calls
for a radical new paradigm allowing the integrated
construction, operation, adaptation and evolution
of large-scale, long-living, heterogeneous, open,
dependable (in particular, safe and secure), high-
investment systems. There is a series of aspects to
be considered for devising a new CPSE reference
framework; see [5]. On the one hand, we have
the continuous life cycle of CPS that amalgamates
Integrated Development Environments (IDE)3 and
Operating Systems (OS)—and thus puts a combined
functionality at disposal for the design, simulation
and verification, deployment, operation, mainten-
ance of CPS. In this context longevity, including
self-documentation, self-reflection, self-adaptation
and self-optimization, as well as criticality, i.e. un-
interrupted operation modifiable at runtime, need be
meaningfully provided for.

On the other hand, built-in support is neces-
sary for dependability including safety and secur-
ity (“BIS meets ES”) as well as large-scale: built-
in compositionality for construction and operation
of CPS (thus confronting the larger-scale knot posed
by CPS). Moreover, the envisioned CPS engineering
must include online-models of system, environment
and situation and of domain-views as well.

3 Demands on the engineering
Existing reference frameworks for, e.g., embedded
systems and systems of systems do not address the
new challenges posed by CPS: openness and het-
erogeneity, portability and interoperability across
domain boundaries as well as situation awareness
and self-evolvability, among others. However, some
already existing networked embedded systems let
the conjecture raise of the suitability of upgrading
and aggiornamento of established embedded sys-
tems engineering frameworks.

Starting point for the development of a proposal
is here an analysis of the demands to be observed
by a suitable reference framework for the devel-
opment of CPS. Such a framework has to reveal
cross-cutting fundamental scientific and engineer-
ing principles that underpin the integration of cy-
ber and physical elements across the addressed sec-
tors. The tentative concepts of the CPSE reference

2 Computer science here encompasses in many cases only unsatisfactorily solved issues as, e.g., interoperability, adaptability and
tailoring, learning, private data protection, fault tolerance, safety and security.

3 IDEs are applications that facilitate efficient software development by providing not only a syntax-oriented source code editor
but also build automation (compilation, linking, deployment, etc.) and debugging tools.
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framework include life-cycle processes, termino-
logy, design principles, guidelines together with an
adapted multiview framework.

Depending on the degree of tightness (cf. Fig. 1),
cooperating systems can be viewed as different and
cooperating CPS or as together composing a single
(however big) CPS. The latter materialise in the case
of diverse, even wide spread, but cooperating devel-
opment teams; the former when, e.g., systems ini-
tially not meant to cooperate with each other are
composed. The engineering issues vary accord-
ingly. In the first case, we speak of “coarse-grained”
aspects, while in the second we speak of “fine-
grained” concerns.

3.1 On the coarse-grained level
Open and dynamic systems can be bundled in order
to provide a service that may be realised by not a
single but a chain of systems spontaneously cooper-
ating. The thus arising systems’ cooperation poses
the implicit challenge of the identification of indi-
vidual systems as well as the description of the ser-
vice offered by these. What moreover means that
an orthogonal modelling dimension is indispensable
for dynamic and spontaneous cooperation.

As pointed out in [4, 13], the approach must rely,
particularly during requirements analysis, on an in-
terdisciplinary approach. CPS systems stem from
most diverse domains and are operated by people
about whose background almost no assumption can
be made, thus ease of use of those combined systems
is imperative. An orthogonal dimension of design,
therefore, has to consider the presentation aspects of
each of the systems as well as their tie points.4

The conjecture here is that these three design
modelling activities, namely individual service(s)
design, cooperation design and presentation design,
be separated thus supporting modular and reusable
design. Furthermore, the importance has been re-
cognised of involving users in the innovation pro-
cess, be they sources of innovative ideas, early test-
ers in simulation environments, or even developers;
see [2]. Living labs let researchers and engineers
test and modify products in close collaboration with
end-users in a real-life or a real-as-life setting. Liv-
ing Labs capture users’ insights, prototype and val-
idate solutions, aim to contribute to both problems
providing structure and governance to the user in-
volvement and methodologies and organizations to
filter and sense user insights; see [11]. Two prom-
inent living labs are FutureEverything and the city

of Oulu, Finland. FutureEverything is an art and di-
gital innovation organization based in Manchester,
England, around an annual festival of art, music and
digital culture, that each year presents the work of
around 300 artists across its art, music and confer-
ence strands, and is conceived as a living lab for
participatory experiments on art, society and tech-
nology; see [15]. The world’s first wristwatch rate
monitor, GSM telephone call, WCDMA telephone
call, etc. came from Oulu, whose dynamism is due
to the Innovation and Marketing group of the city
that acts as a Living Lab, setting up and analysing
user experiences and laying out the service model;
see [2]. Furthermore, in [21] the benefits are shown
of children’s participation in living labs.

3.2 On the fine-grained level
As already mentioned, it is unclear how conven-
tional modelling techniques for BIS and for ES can
be sensibly combined. One prominent problem pro-
fusely treated in the literature refers to modelling
techniques addressing heterogeneity and hybridity
(e.g., discrete vs. continuous models); see [10,
18, 24]. Also the integration of successful tech-
niques for one realm into the other, for instance
component-based engineering into ES design, as
pointed out in [8] among others, is anything but ob-
vious. In the microscopic level of embedded sys-
tems, dependability issues represent a non-trivial
challenge that apparently cannot be enough warned
of. This issue is magnified when one considers
that, dynamic and spontaneously, services commu-
nicate and cooperate as an action or a reaction to the
situation. Thus, mechanisms for authentication as
well as for intention and need recognition ought to
be improved/perfected or even devised where non-
existent.

4 CPS Reference Framework
Aligned with the methodologies that were success-
ful so far, we conceive a development methodology
for CPS divided into phases that are to be composed
and combined iteratively and successively and tak-
ing into account the different levels of refinement of
single units as well as the different degrees of ma-
turity of interacting systems. The purpose of this
section is twofold: On the one hand, the above men-
tioned phases are seen from the perspective of CPS
and, on the other, some specific (or dedicated) pro-

4 Cooperation and presentation are akin to the navigational design and the presentational design web and hypermedia applications
described in [16].
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Figure 1: CPS domain structure (Source: [13])

posals and solutions nowadays in use are suggested
that could cope with the task at hand.

The initial stage of any system is customarily
called requirements analysis. Already for this first
approach to a system there is in the realm of CPS
(at least) two fundamentally orthogonal approaches.
These are discussed in Sect. 4.1 below.

Reflecting on the further phases that can consti-
tute a sound and all-encompassing reference frame-
work for the development of CPS, we recognise dif-
ferent ways of approaching the challenges depend-
ing on the point of view assumed. The core ap-
plication of a system (of systems) can be termed
service, whose nature appears to be one from three
possibilities: business, computation and control, or
platform; see Sect. 4.2. The interplay between sys-
tems (of systems) requires the definition of rules
for cooperation also comprising authentication, ser-
vice description and communication protocols; see
Sect. 4.3. Crucial for the acceptance of these by far
non-obvious systems is the way they communicate
with end-users, their ease (i.e., intuitiveness) of use,
and their possible customisation; see Sect. 4.4.

4.1 Requirements Analysis
Similar to web applications, also CPS “facilitate
business process integration, new business models,
supply chain mediation disintermediation and reen-

gineering, as well as offer new services to new mar-
kets”; see [19]. And likewise “potential users are
so diverse and geographically wide-spread that [re-
quirements analysis strategies predicated on con-
sulting the future users of the systems] is imprac-
tical.” In the cited work, thus, an approach to re-
quirements elicitation is proposed that “combines
the recognition of multiple user views of a com-
plex human activity system with techniques to help
creatively map existing and potential business func-
tions to a Web-based environment [. . . ] accessible
to developers who are not IT function experts.” This
method, termed SSM/ICDT, combines the Soft Sys-
tems Methodology (SSM, see [22]) with the ICDT
matrix (information, communication, distribution
and transaction, see [3]). Because of the similar-
ities mentioned, valuable insights may be gained
by considering an activity-oriented approach to re-
quirements analysis of CPS.

Alternatively, artefact-based approaches “prom-
ise to provide guidance in the creation of consist-
ent artefacts in volatile project environments, be-
cause these approaches concentrate on the artefacts
and their dependencies, instead of prescribing pro-
cesses”; see [20]. The conducted a case study which
showed the increased flexibility of the approach in
comparison with the previously used one, as well
as the improved quality of the created artefacts, and
also that productiveness was not improved. A so-
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called mega-modelling environment termed Global
Model Management (GMM, see [27]) permits typ-
ing, composition and execution of artefacts. As a
consequence, type errors during execution can be
avoided. This approach, appropriately transferred to
the CPS setting, could used for authentication prior
the establishment of a spontaneous cooperation.

4.2 Service(s) Design

It turns out that at least three kinds of services con-
verge into CPS, that interact with each other. They
are depicted in Fig. 2. An hypothesis worth con-
sidering is that the above difficulties of combining
BIS and ES be solved by decoupling systems and let
them only communicate via a platform (i.e., remov-
ing the dashed arrows in Fig. 2). This very probably
implies a platform with considerably more intelli-
gence than that of conventional ones.

Much has been said and written about the im-
mense costs of (fine) tuning, maintenance, and re-
design and re-engineering of large scale complex IT
systems. As stated in [23], “management structure
that moves a megaproject along with seamless trans-
itions between the project’s phases can affect the fi-
nal outcome and success”.

Computation / control services

Because of its two dimensions of abstraction, the
SPES Metamodel [14] seems an adequate starting
point for the embedded systems dimension of ser-
vice(s) modelling. On the one hand, there are
the software development perspectives and, on the
other, the levels of granularity; see Fig. 3. The
former permit the examination of a system from dif-
ferent viewpoints and this way gain or specify di-
verse kinds of information about the system.

The functional perspective describes the systems
from the angle of its usage. The logical perspective
describes the system as a network of communicat-
ing and cooperating components possibly hierarch-
ically structured. The technical perspective provides
the technical details of the system especially with re-
gards to hardware and virtual machine platform, and
is conceived in such a way that it can be extended (or
instantiated) for particular application domains.

The SPES Metamodel supports a process-based
system development (see also [28]), into which
the operation-design continuum of CPS may not fit
smoothly. An alternative to be considered is a sys-
tem development based, rather than on processes, on
products; see [7].

Business services

Business services have been extensively addressed,
at the beginning in manifold ways; see [1]. There are
different approaches in this realm, so for instance
Business Process Management (BPM), Service-
Oriented Architecture (SOA), Service-Oriented
Computing (SOC), etc.; see, e.g., [29].

Platform services

A platform is much more than just a vehicle of in-
formation. It probably has the job of managing huge
amounts of information, without neglecting their in-
tegrity and confidentiality. It moreover has to me-
diate between systems of inherently diverse nature.
Worth considering for the realisation of these ser-
vices is the solution proposed by the middleware
Chromosome; see [6] and also [17]. Chromosome
returns the control over the functionality of an ap-
plication to the developer, by “hiding” the complex-
ity and ensuring extensibility by plug & play mech-
anisms also at runtime. Chromosome moreover puts
real-time capabilities at disposal.

4.3 Cooperation Design

Cooperation between single systems and CPS (i.e.,
cooperation at any level, see Sect. 3) can be organ-
ised considering the concepts of navigation space
and navigational structure; see [16]. This means,
navigation nodes and navigability between nodes
are notions orthogonal to component and commu-
nication between components. Navigation moreover
can (but not necessarily does) carry information. An
intuitive example is given by smartphones, where
for instance email reading can be interrupted by
an incoming call: once the call ended, the control
automatically returns to the previous screen and the
user can continue reading his/her email. Information
navigates when, e.g., within the email an address is
selected and the smartphone offers to look up the ad-
dress using a map service, to search for a connection
with public transportation, etc.

Service delegation can moreover occur dynam-
ically. This means, the situation can be assessed and
required services be searched for in the surround-
ings of the system. With regards to the concepts of
navigation nodes and navigability, the structure can
spontaneously be redefined and/or rearranged.

Typically, a navigation structure is based on the
services structure. The former, however, can omit
some services, i.e., not necessarily all services are
reflected –or represented– as a navigation node; an
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Figure 2: The three kinds of services

Figure 3: The two abstraction dimensions of the SPES Metamodel (Source [14, 26])

example hereof might be an antivirus. Naviga-
tion can also foresee shortcuts avoiding intermediate
steps when these are, e.g., previously and univocally
determined.

4.4 HCI Design
The success of web services lets us presume that,
for the interaction of CPS with end users regardless
of their education, age, gender, etc., the strategies

used in web design can be reused. For this purpose,
the models for presentation of [16] may be a good
starting point; see also [12].

The presentation model is based on the naviga-
tional model, but addresses other challenges. Con-
sider haptic in case of an amputee, or instructions
imparted to hearing impaired, etc. These consider-
ations greatly impact on the acceptability of CPS;
see [4, 13].
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5 Conclusions and outlook
The design-operation life-cycle continuum of CPSE
reminds of a family album, where snapshots are
memorised but in fact the portrayed subjects might
exist beyond the ends of the album, i.e., some exist
before the first (in chronological order) photograph
was taken, some exist further after the date of the
last photograph, and some others happen to appear
as grown-ups when, e.g., a family member marries.
Moreover, between two chronologically subsequent
photographs, any family member has undergone a
number of more or less slight changes.

Referring back to the SPES Metamodel, the
first to catch one’s eye is the compartmental di-
vision between software development perspectives:
although the time unfolds from left to right, it is not
to be understood that all levels of granularity of a
CPS evolve simultaneously from one perspective to
the next one. The picture misses moreover the cor-
relation between the components across the different
perspectives. On these realisations and considering
the discussion above we plan to work out a process
and a metamodel for CPS and to iteratively validate
them by means of case studies.
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